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Playtime for Quilters - A Ghost of a Chance Quilt

Playtime for Quilters is here just in time for Halloween, with a spooky ghost haunting a pumpkin patch. You will learn how to use multi-layer raw-edge fused appliqués for pumpkins, and three-dimensional free-form appliqué for the ghost. Throw in a couple of glow-in-the-dark spiderwebs and you will have a small wall hanging perfect for the holiday. Class is $30, plus a $5 kit fee payable to instructor for pattern and cheesecloth, as well as a variety of threads for you to use in class, including glow-in-the-dark thread.

Portland - October 6, 2pm - 5pm.
Beaverton - October 9, 2pm - 5pm.

See something interesting? Just click on it to sign up!

Beginning Sewing 1 w/Robin

This 3 session course is taught by Certified Islander Sewing Instructor, Robin Bolton. She will teach adults the basics of garment sewing. You’ll learn about grain, fabric preparation, cutting, and how to read pattern guides. Basic seam allowances and seam finishes, waist bands, hems and zipper installation will be taught. Students will then construct a skirt of their own choosing. Students must bring their own machines to class and know how to thread them, wind a bobbin, etc. Pre-purchase of pattern and fabric required as well as homework. There is also a $10 kit fee, payable to Robin on the first day of class. $100.

Beaverton - Oct. 28, Nov. 4 & 11, 10:30am - 1:30pm.
Portland - Oct. 29, Nov. 5 & 12, 10am - 1pm.

Beginning Sewing 2 w/Robin

Beginning Sewing 2 will run simultaneously with Beginning Sewing 1. You may follow along during the first session as review including recreating the half scale skirt ($10 kit fee required). Or, if you arrive 30 minutes before the class is scheduled to begin, I can get you started on a project of your choice and answer questions as much as time will allow while working with the Beginning Sewing 1 students. Sessions two and three will obviously allow for more attention. Suggested projects for Sewing 2 would include dresses or shirts with collars and sleeves. You could certainly try pants but they can be much more difficult to fit (no jeans please). $100.

Beaverton - Oct. 28, Nov. 4 & 11, 10:30am - 1:30pm.
Portland - Oct. 29, Nov. 5 & 12, 10am - 1pm.

Pants Drafting 101

Have trouble finding the perfect pant pattern? Here’s your chance - learn to draft your own pattern with your very own measurements. Islander Sewing Instructor Robin Bolton will take you step-by-step through the process. After creating your pattern, you will make a muslin in class to validate and tweak the fit to create your perfect pants block. Robin will then discuss how to adapt the block for other styles of pants.

This is a 6 hour class including 1/2 break for lunch (lunch is not included). Student must bring sewing essentials (sewing machine, scissors, pins, tape measure, yard stick or long metal ruler, curved ruler, pencils and pens) as well as enough muslin to make mock-up pair of pants. Class is $90, plus a $30 kit fee, which includes Islander Pant Workbook and roll of drafting paper. Kit fees are payable in cash to the instructor the day of class.

Portland - October 6, 2pm - 5pm.
Beaverton - October 9, 2pm - 5pm.

Paper Pieced Forest

Come spend the day with Linda and learn her tips and tricks to easy Paper Piecing. $49, plus a $5 pattern fee (paid directly to instructor).

Portland - October 5, 10:30am - 3:30pm.
Upcoming Classes  
October - November 2019

Garden Windows Nature Scrolls
These quilts are fun, easy to make and celebrate the beauties of nature. In this class you will create a scroll sized wall hanging with your own window into a seasonal garden of your choosing. The appliqués may be fused or completed using a raw-edged machine appliqué technique you will learn in the class. As a final touch, you can embellish your quilt with a 3-D leaf or blossom. NOTE: Students can compose their own arrangement from designs provided in a handout or purchase a published pattern from the instructor featuring Maple tree branches. Students can also opt to design a larger quilt if desired but will need to bring graph paper for this and more fabric than specified in the supply list. $45.

Gresham - October 1, 10:30am - 5pm.

See something interesting? Just click on it to sign up!

Table Runner Workshops
When all eyes turn to the table, make sure it’s looking its best with one of these centerpiece-worthy table runners! Celebrate the everyday dinner or a special event with just the right touch. Join Charlane each month as you make a seasonal runner that will teach basic quilting techniques from cutting and piecing to finishing with binding and quilting. Every month unique - every month beautiful!

A supply list will be emailed to you prior to each month’s class. Bring your machine and supplies and go home with a beautiful creation and more quilting knowledge! $25.

Gresham - 1st Wednesday of the Month, 10am - 3pm.

Cares Northwest
Come join us in making quilts to donate to CARES NW, a local non-profit that works with victims of child abuse. This free quilting class is open for anyone with some experience in making quilts. No signup necessary, just stop by with your machine at the scheduled times. Class meets on the first Friday of each month from 10am - 1pm.

Child Abuse Response and Evaluation Services (CARES) Northwest is a collaborative, community-based medical program. CARES Northwest’s mission is to stop child abuse and neglect through multidisciplinary prevention, medical evaluation, and ongoing treatment in partnership with our community. More info at http://www.caresnw.org/.

Lake Oswego - First Friday of the month, 10am - 1pm.

Teen and Adult Beginning Sewing: PJ Pants
Dip your toes into the world of sewing by making a pair of comfy PJ pants! This class will help you understand the following techniques: reading and laying out a pattern, sewing with French seams, sewing straight and curved seams, how to hem pant legs, sewing a casing, and inserting elastic. These skills help you build your knowledge for making future projects! $65.

Gresham - October 4, 10am - 5pm.

Westalee Ruler Template of the Month
Expand on your knowledge of Westalee Rulers. Following up on the basics learned in Debrah’s Introduction to Westalee Rulers class, you will explore additional rulers and how to optimize their use. Each month Debrah will choose a different ruler; you can pick and choose which months you would like to join her as she shows you all there is to learn to master each ruler. $15/session.

Lake Oswego - October 1, 2pm - 4:30pm.
Lake Oswego - October 6, 1pm - 3:30pm.

To sign up or view our full schedule, visit www.montavillasewing.com
Upcoming Classes

October - November 2019

Treasures of the Deep
Create an embellished seascape garden in this 3-part class. Learn how to create a freeform background for any landscape quilt, adding depth with sheer fabrics and layered stitching. We will also create hand painted fabrics to use as elements in our seascape, learn some basics in fabric painting for shadows and highlights, machine quilting, free-motion cutaway appliqué, two types of yarn couching, and hand beading and embellishment. Plus discussion and demonstration of creative binding techniques with stitching and decorative yarns, and various methods and materials to incorporate into your art quilts.

Class is $129.95, plus a $20 kit fee, payable to Angela in class. The kit includes handouts, Angelina fibers, two types of cheesecloth, three types of textile paint, decorative yarn and some beads and embellishments to get you started, cording for binding, and a few accent sheer fabrics.

Beaverton - October 6, 12, & 26, 11am - 5pm.

Open Sewing w/Irina
Do you need help with starting or finishing a garment? Stuck on an ongoing project? Irina will offer suggestions and advice while you work on any project you like in a relaxed and supportive setting. All skill levels are welcome! Irina has many years of sewing experience, has a degree in sewing technology, and will be happy to help you! $30.

Lake Oswego - October 9, 10am - 1pm.
Lake Oswego - November 13, 10am - 1pm.

Christmas Circles
Join Linda as she walks you through her technique making inset circles. Linda will show you how to make this fun Christmas Circles quilt. Bonus: If you turn it upside down, they look like balloons! $49.95.

Lake Oswego - October 12, 10:30am - 3:30pm.

School of Sewing
Join Montavilla instructor, Kelly Steele, on a project based sewing adventure. Using Shea Anderson’s book, School of Sewing, students will make a new design each month beginning with a pillow case and finishing with a quilt. This is an ideal program for anyone interested in learning new skills, building upon existing knowledge, or just having fun.

Beaverton
Quilted Placemats - Oct. 13, 2pm - 4:30pm. $25.
My First Quilt - November 3, 17, December 1, 15, & 29, 2pm - 4:30pm. $100.

Begining Paper Piecing
This is a beginning paper piecing class so you will learn what paper piecing is all about and the techniques involved. $25.

Portland - October 6, 11:30am - 1:30pm.

To sign up or view our full schedule, visit www.montavillasewing.com
Upcoming Classes

October - November 2019

Junior Billie Bag
Back by popular demand! Dawn is delighted to be teaching the junior-sized version of the Billie Bag, Billie Mahorney’s original design. The Junior Billie Bag is 14” wide, 17” high, and 7 ½” deep – large enough for all your quilting essentials. Your bag is unique for two reasons: you choose the blocks that go on the front and back panels and you customize the inside and outside pockets to hold the tools you use most often.

There is no pattern for the Junior Billie Bag. You’ll receive a handout before the first class with directions for making the front and back panels. You’ll receive the full set of instructions at the first class. This is a challenging bag to make but so worth the effort! Dawn will guide you every step of the way.

Lake Oswego - October 12, 10:30am - 3:30pm. $75.

Sewing Sustainably
Want to have fun designing and sewing projects that are eco-friendly? This course will kick off with a brief introduction to sustainable fashion terminology and inspire you to create upcycled fashion products. Materials that I incorporated into the pictured projects include: Surplus canvas, Men’s neck ties, Button Down Shirt, Jeans, Belts, Upholstery Samples, etc. View examples of possible projects (pictured), on display in the Portland store.

- Aprons Styles: Utility or Button Down
- Bags Styles: String Pak, Cross Body or Tote

Let Jayne, recently retired high school sewing instructor & Palmer Pletsch Certified, guide you in the design & construction, of your project. Sign up for one or more classes. Make any of the items pictured or something similar. Some sewing experience and familiarity with your machine is necessary. Jayne will email you prior to class to find out your project interest. Kits will be available to purchase and an equipment & supply list will be provided.

Portland - October 13, 12:30pm - 4:30pm.

Hoop Sisters Double Wedding Ring
More info coming soon! $45.

Beaverton - Oct. 14 & Nov. 18, 10am - 2pm.

Reflections Quilt Class
This design features a snowy mountain reflected in a mirror-like lake. The project incorporates both appliqué and a rather unusual variation of compound strip piecing. The appliqué can be fused or sewn in a raw edged machine technique to render the upper part of the design; those who prefer hand appliqué are welcome to tackle this part of the design by hand. The reflection will be rendered in a special compound form of strip piecing which will be done in the second session of the class, there are a couple of different methods to make the strips that will be presented in class.

Admission is $65, plus a $18 kit fee paid directly to the instructor in class.

Gresham - October 14 & 21, 11am - 4pm.

Crossroads Quilt
Modern design, easy piecing for the beginner quilter. 60” x 75” scrappy or fat quarter friendly. Pattern included with class, pre-cutting recommended. Instructions for will be emailed to you at signup. If you have any questions, please email Charlane at quiltengal@gmail.com. You can also pick up the pattern ahead of class time. $55.

Gresham - October 18, 10:30am - 5pm.

See something interesting? Just click on it to sign up!
Upcoming Classes

Solaris & Luminaire New Owner Class
Learn to use your new Baby Lock Solaris and Brother Luminaire in this class. You will learn some machine basics including on screen “digitizing” and couching.

This class is free to customers who purchased their Solaris or Luminaire from Montavilla Sewing Centers. Otherwise it is $399.95. Please call one of our locations to register.

Portland - Oct. 16, 23, 30, & Nov. 13, 10am - 1pm.
Portland - Nov. 20, Dec. 4, 11, & 18, 10am - 1pm.

Jack-o-Lantern Trick-or-Treat Bag
Trick or Treat! Halloween is right around the corner and we need something to hold all the candy! This project is perfect for sewists of all ages! Learn how to appliqué and sew button holes. This bag is great for collecting and handing out all sorts of Halloween Treats! Class will be $40, but there will also be a $10.00 kit fee payable to the instructor in class.

Gresham - October 19, 1:30pm - 5:30pm.

Open Sewing w/Kelly
Need help finishing UFOs? I sure do! Made an impulsive purchase at the cutest little quilt shop ever, only to discover the instructions make no sense? I sure have! Having trouble with an embroidery project or confused by a complex “in the hoop” design? We’ve all been there. Spend the morning creating something new, or finishing something old, while enjoying the opportunity to get expert help from Montavilla instructor, Kelly Steele. Bring your machine and project materials and be prepared to have some fun. All machine brands are welcome, however limited machine assistance will be available during Open Sewing. And remember, therapeutic chocolate is never a bad idea! Please be sure to sign up so Kelly knows how many people to expect.

This class will be $10 per hour, with a 1 hour minimum. So you’ll pay $10 now to enroll, then if you stay in class for more than an hour, you’ll pay the remaining balance at the store. You’re welcome to arrive anytime during the session and stay for as long as you like.

Beaverton - October 21, 10am - 4:30pm.

Yuletide Tree Skirt
More info coming soon! $45.

Beaverton - Oct. 14 & Nov. 18, 2pm - 5pm.

Open Sewing w/Jayne
I like to teach sewists of all ages and levels. Sometimes instructions can be a little confusing and/or simple tips can make a project so much easier. Let retired high school sewing instructor & Palmer Pletsch Certified Instructor, Jayne Vetter guide you in the construction & completion of your project.

Register for a one-hour minimum, arrive anytime between 11:00 - 4:00pm. Additional sewing time beyond one hour will be billed based on 1/2 hour increments. For example if you came at 12:00 and worked till 1:30pm you will pay an additional $5.00 at the store. Jayne will email you prior to class to find out when you think you will arrive and what it is you will be working on.

Portland - October 20, 11am - 3pm.

Featherweight Attachments
This class introduces the most common Featherweight feet. Usually these feet were included with the original purchase of the machine. Students will sew a sample using each foot, thereby gaining confidence and recording progress. Molly will also share her curious collection of attachments. Attachments covered in this class: Binder (multi-slotted), Edge stitcher, Gatherer, Hemmer (adjustable), Hemmer (narrow), Ruffler. $50.

Lake Oswego - October 23, 10am - 2pm.

To sign up or view our full schedule, visit www.montavillasewing.com
**Free Motion Magic**

This one day class will take the fear out of machine quilting. There is more to free motion quilting than simply moving the quilt under the needle; designs must be chosen and a suitable method of rendering them for stitching. In this class you will learn a variety of methods for free motion and walking footquilting along with quilter tips to help you tackle any future designs and make choices for how to stitch them. Students will bring two pieced blocks (from a pattern provided in the supply list) and some squares of fabric layered and ready to practice on. $45.

*Lake Oswego - October 22, 10am - 5pm.*

**Focus on Free Motion: Pushing Borders**

Borders! These can be a joy to stitch or a demon you wrestle with on every quilt (I fall into the latter category). Border designs are often uniquely different than the designs that get applied to other parts of a quilt and present distinct challenges such as how to plot them to fit or how to turn a corner... issues that you don't need to tackle with quilting blocks and center panels on quilts. In this ‘focus’ class, you will learn several techniques ranging from plotted to improvisational borders to add to your repertoire of quilting skills. $45.

*Gresham - October 26, 10:30am - 5pm.*

**Open Sewing - Embroidery Projects**

Having trouble with an embroidery project or confused by a complex “in the hoop” design? Spend the morning creating something new, or finishing something old, while enjoying the opportunity to get expert help from Montavilla instructor, Kelly Steele. Bring your embroidery machine and project materials and be prepared to have some fun. And remember, therapeutic chocolate is never a bad idea! All brands of embroidery machines are welcome, however limited machine assistance will be available during Open Sewing. Please be sure to sign up so Kelly knows how many people to expect. $25.

*Beaverton - October 24, 2:30pm - 5:30pm.*
*Beaverton - November 21, 2:30pm - 5:30pm.*

**Hoop Sisters EmbroidaBlock of the Month**

This will be a set 12-month block-of-the-month program. You are welcome to sign up for the class at any point in the series, however we will use each session to discuss the current month’s block project, and won’t be able to discuss details about any previous month’s block.

*Portland - 4th Friday of the month, beginning October 25, 11am - 12pm.*

**Art Journal Quilts - Stringy Trees**

This is a modern variation on an old fashioned ‘string piecing’ method. The string pieced panels are cut up and reassembled to make abstract graphic ‘trees’. After completing the grove of trees, you can add a flock of stylized crows if you wish.

Art Journal Quilts are small (page sized) quilts that are usually made quickly to experiment with new techniques. Because they are so small, they don’t involve the investment in time that a larger project would require allowing you to work out the kinks and decide if you like the results enough to apply it to future projects. These classes are ongoing, meeting every month and featuring a different project each session. You’re welcome to sign up for as many as you like! Skill level: confident beginner and up. $25.

*Lake Oswego - October 27, 10am - 4:30pm.*

---

To sign up or view our full schedule, visit [www.montavillasewing.com](http://www.montavillasewing.com)
Upcoming Classes
October - November 2019

Hand Appliqué Leaves
In this class you will learn needle turn hand appliqué including reverse appliqué to create lacy leaf designs. Hand appliqué frees you to take a project anywhere, you are not tethered to a machine as the supplies needed for hand appliqué will fit easily into a small zip-lock bag and then into a purse or tote; plus handwork can be therapeutic once you are comfortable with the technique. For this class there will be several different leaf patterns to choose from to allow practice on both straight lines and curves. You can choose to make as many blocks as you wish to create a small project or a large quilt or use the leaves to ‘embellish’ another project. The leaf patterns are designed to fit a 10” block or can be applied to a larger background if desired. $45.

Lake Oswego - October 29, 10:30am - 4:30pm.

Quilting Technique Toolbox - Block Drafting
Though quilt books and patterns are plentiful, they may not be in the correct block size you need and you may not be able to find a pattern for a vintage quilt you saw in a book or museum. In this session you will learn to draft traditional blocks by recognizing their basic structure using a grid system. You will also learn to enlarge or reduce a block pattern to any size you choose freeing you from depending on finding the correct pattern in the correct size. You will also gain skills in designing your own block patterns without the expense of a quilt drafting program. $20.

Lake Oswego - October 24, 10:30am - 1:30pm.

Straight Line Piecing
It’s always so much fun to discover a block that is fast and easy to piece, the kind that inspires you to carefully choose fabric in your favorite colors and then make the blocks again, and again.

That is exactly what you will discover with this class! While anyone can duplicate someone else’s work, you will learn to re-work and/or add bridges and accents of colors to many of the blocks to make them 100% your own. Blocks will reflect your own creative taste. You’ll be surprised to learn how these fun and simple methods will allow you to make table runners, toppers, patchwork for clothing, hand bags and more! Of course, you are always welcome to follow the patterns step by step or leap out and discover new ideas; it’s your call! There will be samples to help with additional ideas and color combinations. Join in this class filled with mystery, ease, playfulness and endless options.

Students may use any of the patterns from the quilts that will be on display during the month of October at the Lake Oswego location. Bring basic sewing supplies, cutting mat/cutter, plus chosen pattern and fabric.

Lake Oswego - October 26, 10am - 5pm. $85.

See something interesting? Just click on it to sign up!

Ruler Wrap
Annie’s patterns appeal to sewists of all ages and levels. The Ruler Wrap pattern, designed ByAnnie allows for you to store and carry rulers, an 18” x 24” mat, rotary cutters and more in these handy padded wraps. Organizers in two sizes may be hung or folded for travel. 4-6 zippered mesh pockets can be adapted to meet the needs of your ruler collection. Straps secure the wrap and an adjustable, detachable padded strap makes carrying easy.

The detailed instructions can be a little overwhelming so let retired high school sewing instructor & Palmer Pletsch Certified Instructor, Jayne Vetter guide you in the construction & completion of this professional looking bag. $50.

Portland - October 27 & November 2, 1pm - 5pm.

To sign up or view our full schedule, visit www.montavillasewing.com
Upcoming Classes

October - November 2019

How to Clean Your Featherweight
Learn to clean, adjust and maintain your Singer 221 Featherweight machine. In the morning, be guided through the cleaning procedure while listening to the history of these little beauties. After lunch, continue to clean your machine as Molly explains the use of various attachments you have seen and not seen. This is a busy and intensive class, so it is limited to five students. Plan for a lunch break. $55.
Lake Oswego - October 27, 10am - 4:30pm.

Indigo Dreams Art Quilt
In this class, students will create a textile art piece incorporating fabric paints and stamps, painted lace, fabric collage, free motion “sketch” stitching, and a bit of embellishing. We will create our own stamp to use on fabric using textile paints creating both focal and accent motifs, and a background piece using pre-made stamps.
Class is $45, plus a $15 kit fee, payable to the instructor in class. Kit includes: Canvas fabric, accent fabrics, stamp building materials, textile paints, beads, beading thread, and beading needle.
Beaverton - November 2, 11am - 4pm.

Farm Blessings Quilt
This easy quilt, made completely of half square rectangles creating diamonds, can be made in three different sizes so pick up the pattern at the store for fabric requirements ($15.16). Class is $55.
Gresham - November 23, 10:30am - 5pm.

Color Wheel Footstool
Sheila will teach you how to piece and assemble this amazing footstool in this two-part class. Your imagination is your only limitation in creating a masterpiece! Students will be required to purchase the stool body from the teacher for $65 during the second class. You can purchase or make your own legs, or purchase the set of 4 legs directly from Sheila for $25. Class is $60.
Lake Oswego - November 9 & 23, 10am - 1pm.

Star Cross Footstool
In this fun, two-part class, students will learn how to piece together a colorful star and assemble it into a footstool. Students will be required to purchase the stool body from the teacher for $65 during the second class. You can purchase or make your own legs, or purchase the set of 4 legs directly from Sheila for $25. Class is $60.
Lake Oswego - November 9 & 23, 1:30pm - 4:30pm.

Machine Appliqué - The Liquid Thread Way
In this class, you will learn a wonderful fusing technique unlike any other you may have encountered. The Liquid-Thread method results in a soft supple appliqué that will leave you marveling that there is any fusible product used at all making it perfect for appliquing on cuddly blankets or clothing where you would not want the stiffness of fusible web appliqué. The softness of this method has to be felt to be believed, so stop by the store and cuddle, crush and touch the sample for this class – you will be amazed! Class is $45, plus a pattern fee paid directly to the instructor.
Lake Oswego - November 12, 10am - 4:30pm.

To sign up or view our full schedule, visit www.montavillasewing.com
Upcoming Classes
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Thread Painting
Thread painting may be easier than you think; it’s sort of like ‘coloring’ with thread. Confidence with free-motion stitching is recommended but precise stitching abilities are not necessary to create a beautiful thread painted motif. There are two pattern options for this project – a coloring book style butterfly that is suitable for all skill levels or a bird that requires a more ‘painterly’ technique and better free motion stitching skills. $45.

Lake Oswego - November 15, 10am - 5pm.

Fiber Art Bowls: Flowers, Shells, and Leaves
Flowers, Leaves, or Shells: Students will discuss fabrics, learn the step by step process of thread painting, color selection for fabrics and threads, construction, and edge finishing to create their own Fiber Art Bowl in a Flower, Shell, or Leaf design. Class will be $49.95, plus a $10 pattern fee, payable to Angela in class.

Beaverton - November 16, 10:30am - 5:30pm.

Beginning Sewing: Aprons
The Holidays are right around the corner, and we all know that means plenty of time spent in the kitchen! Come learn to make an apron to wear for your holiday baking, or to give to a loved one this season! In this class we will learn how to draft a simple pattern or read a pattern you have purchased. We will also discuss French seams and working with bias tape. The apron options for drafting will be: a gathered half apron, a gathered full apron (pictured), or a straight full apron. $45.

Gresham - November 16, 1:30pm - 5:30pm.

Art Journal Quilts - Hollow Homes
“My home is a hole in a tree”. There are a number of creatures who can make this claim – owls, parrots, some birds, bees, squirrels, raccoons… the Journal Quilt project this month will be to ‘build’ a three dimensional hole in a tree using faced appliqué and then choose an animal to ‘nest’ in it.

Art Journal Quilts are small (page sized) quilts that are usually made quickly to experiment with new techniques. Because they are so small, they don’t involve the investment in time that a larger project would require allowing you to work out the kinks and decide if you like the results enough to apply it to future projects. These classes are ongoing, meeting every month and featuring a different project each session. You’re welcome to sign up for as many as you like! Skill level: confident beginner and up. $25.

Gresham - November 20, 10am - 1:30pm.

See something interesting? Just click on it to sign up!

Man-Doodle-Dalas – Quilting Mandalas
Free-form Mandalas make a wonderful meditative project whether you are making them into simple potholders and mug-rugs or applying them to quilted garments and larger quilts. In this class you will learn how to draft your own unique Mandala designs using a variety of techniques and stitch them onto small sample squares. For those who aren’t sure they can tackle designing their own Mandala, there will be several patterns printed on Transfer-eze™ that you can purchase from the instructor for a nominal fee. This class is suited for quilters who already have some experience quilting and a familiarity with free motion quilting. Though you can be a confident beginner, students are expected to already have some basic beginning machine quilting skills. $45.

Gresham - November 22, 10:30am - 5pm.

To sign up or view our full schedule, visit www.montavillasewing.com
Exclusive Sewing, Quilting, & Software Clubs

When you purchase your machine or software from Montavilla, you gain access to our vast selection of sewing & software clubs, designed to bring you more inspiration and expertise.

Just click on any club for more info, and contact us to sign up!

8-Inch Block Club - Portland, Gresham with PJ Wong. $75/year.
Baby Lock & Janome Embroidery Machine Club - Portland, Beaverton, Gresham with PJ Wong. $75/year.
Baby Lock Serger Club - Portland, Beaverton, Gresham with PJ Wong. $75/year.
NEW! Brother BES4 Software Basics - Portland with Sue Stein. $75/year.
NEW! Brother ScanNCut Basics - Portland with Sue Stein. $75/year.
NEW! Embellish / Craft-N-Cut Software - Portland with Sue Stein. $75/year.
Kimberbell Bench Pillow Club - Portland with Sue Stein. $75/year.
Kimberbell Club - Portland, Beaverton, Gresham with Sue Stein. $75/year.
Montavilla Quilts of Valor - Portland, Beaverton, Gresham. Free!
OESD Spree & Anita Goodesign Preview Club - Portland, Beaverton, Gresham with PJ Wong. Free!
Pfaff Creative Embroidery Machine Club - Portland with Chris Potter. $75/year.
Pfaff Creative Icon Club - Portland with Chris Potter. $75/year.
Pfaff Creative Sensation Club - Portland with Chris Potter. $75/year.
PJ’s Software Club - Portland, Beaverton with PJ Wong. $75/year.
Premier+ II Software Club w/Chris - Portland with Chris Potter. $75/year.
Premier+ Vantage Software Club w/Nadya - Beaverton with Nadya Tellegen. $199.95/year.
NEW! Pro Stitcher Club - Portland with Myrtle Eddens. $75/year.
Quilter’s Patch Block of the Month - Gresham with Bobbe Adkins. $75/year.
NEW! Sue’s Baby Lock & Brother Embroidery Friends - Portland with Sue Stein. $75/year.
NEW! Viking Designer Epic Club - Portland with Nadya Tellegen. $75/year.
Viking Embroidery Club w/Nadya - Gresham with Nadya Tellegen. $75/year.

To sign up or view our full schedule, visit www.montavilla.sewing.com
New Events

**Hope Yoder Embellish Event & Trunk Show**

*Space is Limited!!!*

Join us for a fun and intimate new event with Hope Yoder! Hope will be showing off some of her amazing creations in an inspiring trunk show, plus sharing lots of useful Brother ScanNCut tips, tricks, and ideas that will get your creative ideas flowing. You’ll also get to see all the helpful new Embellish with Hope Yoder products now available to help with all your sewing, quilting, and crafting needs!

**Portland - October 5, 10am - 4pm. $49.95.**

**Trevor Conquergood Event**

*Only $149.95 for a Limited Time! Regular Price $249.95.*

More info coming soon!

**Event Center - October 17, 18, & 19, 10am - 5pm.**

---

**Sew Powerful Purse Sew-In**

Bring your machine and join the crowd sewing for SewPowerful Purse:

Baby Lock and Montavilla Sewing have teamed up with the Sew Powerful Purse Program, which provides girls in Zambia with feminine hygiene supplies, so they can stay in school all month long. More girls are able to pass the 7th grade exam when they miss less school, making it possible to continue their education and move onto secondary school. It also supports seamstresses in Lusaka, Zambia with training and good-paying jobs. The Zambian team makes purposeful products (school uniforms, reusable feminine hygiene products, soap and farm fresh food) all designed to keep kids in school.

Their purse project creates the perfect package for reusable feminine hygiene supplies that are distributed to girls in health class. They even take a “Sew Powerful Pledge” to stay in school all month if they receive a Sew Powerful purse.

We will provide the pattern, some materials (If you have fabric in your stash, bring it along! See Supply List for more information.) Please also bring a lunch if you like, but there are restaurants nearby. Purse makers are ask to donate $5 is to cover the cost of hygiene supplies that will fill the purse.

**Gresham - November 30, 10am - 5pm.**

---

To sign up or view our full schedule, visit www.montavillasewing.com
Embroidery Garden “In The Hoop” Embroidery Retreat

Only $199.95 for a Limited Time! Regular Price $249.95.

Join us for a new and exciting event from Embroidery Garden! Reen Wilcoxson will be sharing her unique embroidery techniques and how-to’s for creating “In the Hoop” embroidery projects. In this two-day, hands-on team sewing class you will learn how easy it is to complete amazing projects all “In the Hoop” of your embroidery machine. During our two days each team will complete six fantastic projects.

We will provide machines and supplies for you to use in the event, plus lunch and snacks each day, so you don’t need to bring anything!

Event Center - December 6 & 7, 10am - 5pm.

Embroidery Garden “In The Hoop” Embroidery Retreat

For the entire month of October, our Lake Oswego location will be displaying quilts from Karla Alexander of Saginaw Street Quilt Company, with corresponding quilt patterns for sale. Please stop by anytime and help support a local quilt artist!


Lake Oswego - October
Special Events

In this two-day event, you will learn to make six different projects, plus you'll learn valuable embroidery tips and techniques to make your own projects more successful and less stressful!

Gain embroidery inspiration as you view a wide variety of embroidery projects on display and learn how to choose the right products for most any type of project.

OESD’s Super SPREE is a fun, hands-on event for embroidery enthusiasts of all skill levels.

What’s Included?

- Two fun-filled days of hands-on projects with exciting OESD designs
- Step-by-step handouts for all projects in full color
- Class CD with all class project handouts and designs
- Project kits for ALL 6 projects for EVERY attendee!
- Trunk show of beautiful embroidery projects
- Door Prizes and Giveaways
- Goody Bag valued at over $200 filled with fun sewing and embroidery items
- Exciting product offers available ONLY to Super SPREE attendees!

Only $99.95 for a limited time! Regular price $129.95!

Event Center - November 6 & 7, 10am - 5pm OR November 8 & 9, 10am - 5pm.

To sign up or view our full schedule, visit www.montavillasewing.com
Treat Yourself with a Machine that is Truly Beyond EPIC™

Packed with Industry Leading and Best-In-Class* Features to Enhance Your Sewing and Embroidery Experience!

- mySewnet™ Library** – Browse through thousands of embroidery designs on your DESIGNER EPIC™ 2 screen via the optional mySewnet™ Library subscription for that perfect design
- Ribbon Embroidery Attachment** – Stitch down ribbon in embroidery mode in all directions with the optional Ribbon Embroidery Attachment
- Laser Pictogram Stitches
- Integrated Dual Feed built into the machine—a first for any HUSQVARNA® VIKING® sewing machine

INDUSTRY FIRST

Limited Time FREE GIFTS
Valued at $1,800 with Purchase

Enjoy 30% Off
Select Accessory Packages with purchase of the DESIGNER EPIC™ 2 machine

OCT. 1 - NOV. 14

*When compared to Brother Luminaire XP1, Bernina 880 Plus, Janome Memory Craft 15000. **mySewnet™ Library and Ribbon Embroidery Attachment will be included with purchase in this promotion. Valid at participating, authorized HUSQVARNA® VIKING® retailers in USA. No prior purchases. VIKING, DESIGNER EPIC, and MYSEWNET are trademarks of KSIN Luxembourg II, S.a.r.l. HUSQVARNA and the “H” Crown Device are trademarks of Husqvarna AB and are used under license. ©2019 KSIN Luxembourg II, S.a.r.l. All rights reserved.

Payments as low as $236 per month with 0% Interest 72 Month Financing! (See store for details.)
New Products

**PATHFINDER EMBROIDERY MACHINE**
- 5" x 7" Embroidery Field
- LCD Color Touchscreen
- NeverMiss™ Automatic Needle Threader
- 263 Built-in Embroidery Designs
- Sensor Pen for Automatic Positioning

**PATHFINDER BUNDLE OFFER**
$135.00 Value USD

Receive the Robison Anton 24-Spool Thread Kit and a 60-Day Trial of Online Sewing Classes When You Purchase the New Baby Lock Pathfinder*.

*Offer valid at authorized participating Baby Lock retailers in the United States and Canada. Offer ends 10/15/19.

**AERIAL EMBROIDERY AND SEWING MACHINE**
- 8" x 12" Embroidery Field
- LCD Color Touchscreen
- NeverMiss™ Automatic Needle Threader
- 262 Built-in Embroidery Designs
- 754 Built-in Stitches

**AERIAL BUNDLE OFFER**
$250.00 Value USD

Receive a Baby Lock Stabilizer Assortment, a Robison Anton 24-Spool Thread Kit and a 60-Day Trial of Online Sewing Classes When You Purchase the New Baby Lock Aerial*.

*Offer valid at authorized participating Baby Lock retailers in the United States and Canada. Offer ends 10/15/19.

**MERIDIAN EMBROIDERY MACHINE**
- IQ Intuition™ Positioning
- 9-1/2" x 14" Embroidery Field
- IQ™ Designer
- 10.1" LCD Touchscreen
- 494 Built-in Embroidery Designs

**MERIDIAN BUNDLE OFFER**
$2,750.00 Value USD

Receive a Baby Lock Stabilizer Assortment, a Robison Anton 24-Spool Thread Kit, the Amazing Designs 700 Design Master Collection and a 60-Day Trial of Online Sewing Classes When You Purchase the New Baby Lock Meridian*.

*Offer valid at authorized participating Baby Lock retailers in the United States and Canada. Offer ends 10/15/19.

**ALTAIR EMBROIDERY AND SEWING MACHINE**
- IQ Intuition™ Positioning
- 9-1/2" x 14" Embroidery Field
- IQ™ Designer
- 771 Built-in Stitches
- 494 Built-in Embroidery Designs

**ALTAIR BUNDLE OFFER**
$3,400.00 Value USD

Receive a Baby Lock Stabilizer Assortment, a Robison Anton 24-Spool Thread Kit, Baby Lock 26-Piece Foot Kit, the Amazing Designs 700 Design Master Collection and a 60-Day Trial of Online Sewing Classes When You Purchase the New Baby Lock Altair*.

*Offer valid at authorized participating Baby Lock retailers in the United States and Canada. Offer ends 10/15/19.

For more info, please contact us or visit www.montavillasewing.com
FREE MOBILE DEVICE# with purchase of the Stellaire Innov-is XJ1 or XE1

FREE ESSENCE BUNDLE (VM5200BNDL)*

$1,498 VALUE
Provided by dealer at time of purchase
with purchase of the
Essence Innov-is VM5200

Offer applies only to single-receipt qualifying purchases made between October 1 – October 31, 2019. Offers are subject to change at any time without notice. #Handheld mobile device included while supplies last. Visit www.stellairebybrother.com for details. Apple is not a participant in or sponsor of this promotion. Mobile device compatibility may vary. Wireless network required. ◊VM5200BNDL valid with purchase of the Essence Innov-is VM5200 only. Provided by participating Authorized Brother Dealers at time of purchase. Prices set by dealer may vary. ©2019 Brother International Corporation. ©Disney.
Coupons & Promotions

October 2019

**SOLARIS BUNDLE OFFER**

**$5,000.00 Value USD**

Receive an Extra Large Machine Trolley, Palette 11 Software, the Amazing Designs 700 Design Master Collection and a 60-Day Trial of Online Sewing Classes When You Purchase the Baby Lock Solaris*.

**SOLARIS EMBROIDERY AND SEWING MACHINE**

- IQ Visionary™ Projector
- 10.1" X 16" Embroidery Field
- 10.1" Capacitive Touchscreen
- IQ Designer
- 13" Large Creative Space

*Purchase Baby Lock Solaris at MSAF.
Offer good while supplies last.
Offer invalid at authorized participating Baby Lock retailers in the United States and Canada.

---

**VALIANT BUNDLE OFFER**

**$3,500.00 Value USD**

Receive the Valiant Inspiration Guide, a Durkee Hoop Set, a Baby Lock Stabilizer Assortment, the Amazing Designs 700 Design Master Collection and a 60-Day Trial of Online Sewing Classes When You Purchase the Baby Lock Valiant with Table*.

**VALIANT**

- 10.1" TouchScreen™ IPS TFT LCD Screen in HD
- 10-Needle
- 7-7/8" x 14" Embroidery Field
- 120 Built-in Embroidery Designs
- NeedleCam™ Digital Camera for perfect positioning

*Purchase Baby Lock Valiant at MSAF.
Offer good while supplies last.
Offer invalid at authorized participating Baby Lock retailers in the United States and Canada.

---

**VICTORY BUNDLE OFFER**

**$460.00 Value USD**

Receive a Victory Inspiration Guide, Six Foot Kit, Dust Cover and a 60-Day Trial of Online Sewing Classes When You Purchase the Baby Lock Victory Serger*.

**VICTORY 4-THREAD SERGER**

- Jet-Air Threading™
- Built-in Needle Thresher
- 4/3/2 Thread Spacing
- No Tension Adjustments
- Full-Featured Differential Feed

*Purchase Baby Lock Victory at MSAF.
Offer good while supplies last.
Offer invalid at authorized participating Baby Lock retailers in the United States and Canada.

---

**TRIUMPH BUNDLE OFFER**

**$2,235.00 Value USD**

Receive a 29-Piece Foot Kit, Triumph Inspiration Guide, Dust Cover, Madeira 12-Cone Thread Kit and a 60-Day Trial of Online Sewing Classes When You Purchase the Baby Lock Triumph Serger*.

**TRIUMPH 8-THREAD SERGER**

- RevolutionAir™ Threading
- No Tension Adjustments
- LED Lighting
- Variable Speed Control
- Knee Lift

*Purchase Baby Lock Triumph at MSAF.
Offer good while supplies last.
Offer invalid at authorized participating Baby Lock retailers in the United States and Canada.

For more info, please contact us or visit www.montavillasewing.com
The PFAFF® expression™ line offers refined technology and impressive results. Let their versatility and precision inspire you on your next artistic journey.

**PFAFF® expression 710**
- The Original IDT™ System
- PFAFF® Color Touch Screen
- Large Sewing Space
- Automatic Presser Foot Lift
- 247 Stitches

**quilt expression 720**
- Exclusive PFAFF® Stitch Techniques
- Exclusive Stitch Creator™ Feature
- 428 Stitches including Maxi Stitches
- Straight Stitch Needle Plate and Sensor
- Electronic Knee-lift

**Offer valid October 1-31, 2019 at participating, authorized PFAFF® dealers. See store for details.**